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ABSTRACT
Neighbour discovery is one of the imperative elements of wireless
sensor network which discerns close by nodes so that they can
reciprocate information and collaborate. In this paper collective
neighbour discovery is proposed to reduce latency period and
accomplish the discovery more efficiently. To achieve this purpose
each node will be active during recommended neighbours’ active
time to attain rapid neighbour discovery. Comparison shows that
collective neighbour discovery performs better than the existing
searchlight protocol. We evaluate the performance and
characteristics of collective neighbour discovery by varying
different parameters. One feature of this protocol is that it can be
combined with searchlight protocol. Simulation and analysis
shows that the combined protocol enhances the performence and
abates the latency of searchlight effectively.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The rapid advancement of wireless sensor network integrates
sensing, communication and computation between many small
sensor nodes. These sensor nodes collect and assemble necessary
data. Next, they analyse the data and finally transmit. Since in
some applications the nodes are placed randomly, this kind of
network is commonly deployed without any fixed routing
infrastructure [1]. It has applications like environmental
monitoring, military applications, agricultural monitoring,
earthquake measurement etc. [2]. Quick discovery of
neighbouring nodes is needed to make these applications efficient.
Neighbour discovery is challenging because of unpredictable
number of neighbours for each node and lack of synchronous
global clock for every node [3] . One node can discover another
only if they are active at the same moment and their transmission
range covers one another. Mainly there are three types of

neighbour discovery. These are probabilistic, quorum based and
deterministic [4]. Typical discovery protocols only concentrate on
more energy saving schemes. Usually energy saving protocols
decreases the active period of the sensor nodes to conserve energy
so that the discovery delay increases. Long discovery latency may
not be the main concern of these protocols. However, longer delay
may lose the goal of the applications. So, it is necessary to operate
the nodes more intelligently such that the latency may be reduced.
Previous quick discovery schemes mainly emphasised on indirect
neighbour discovery through a transitive neighbourhood relation
which may be practically unrealistic [5, 6]. There were some
direct approaches with redundant active periods [7]. The
motivation of collective neighbour discovery protocol is to allow
the nodes to cooperate with each other instead of acting
independently to make the discovery process more quick, efficient.
This approach is also realistic.

2. RELATED WORK
There exists different kind of neighbour discovery algorithms
based on different features where their discovery periods are
relatively higher. Still there are some faster discovery protocols
such as group-based discovery [7], on-demand acceleration
discovery [5] and gossip based discovery [6]. On-demand
acceleration discovery is an indirect discovery approach. Figure 1
illustrates the main idea of this discovery. Suppose node X’s active
time slots are 1,7,9 and node Y’s active time slots are 0,2,4 and
node Z’s active time slots are 0,6,9. At global time 2, node X
discovers node Y and node X includes the next active schedule of
node Y as additional active slot. So node X would include slot 5
for possible indirect discovery. At global time 4, node Y discovers
node Z so that when node X become active in its additional time
slot node Y will forward node Z to node X. Instead of discovering
node Z at global time 10 , node X discovers node Z at global time
6 . So this indirect discovery accelerates the procedure from time
10 to 6 [5]. There is a probability that node X and Z are also
neighbour but this is not confirmed because node Z may be in out
of range of node X. This is the main drawback of this discovery
process. In group based discovery when two nodes discover one
another during their active state they make a group and become
aware of one anothers active schedule [7]. For example in figure 2,
at time 2 node q and r are active and also they are in
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Fig. 1. On-demand acceleration discovery .
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Fig. 2. Group based discovery.

communication range. Then they make a group and become aware
of one another next active scheduling. Node q discovers node p at
time 4 and appends this node to its neighbour table. At time 6,
node q wakes up because this is node p’s active time and sends the
next active time of node r to node p. Finally node p is active at
time 10 and discovers node r as its neighbour. Each node has
become active again in its existing neighbour’s next active period
to get recommended neighbour’s next active time. So this process
adds redundant time slots by waking up already discovered node’s
next active time. In gossip based discovery a node utilises location
information and can know indirectly about its neighbours
existence through other neighbours [6]. Other protocols of
neighbour discovery have different types of scheduling algorithms.
In asynchronous search light protocol there are two active slots in
every cycle. One is static anchor slot and another one is moving
probe slot [8, 9]. After probing of n periods it confirms two
overlaps between two nodes which may not be aligned [4]. In
probabilistic birthday protocol each node can be one of the three
different states- transmit, listen and energy saving [10]. This
protocol allocates different probabilities for sending, receiving and
sleeping in individual slot [10]. It also proposes that the discovery
of one node is accomplished when at least two nodes have the
same birthday in same time. That means one of them is the sender,
while the rest of them are receivers [11]. There are quorum based
protocols where each node chooses one row and one column
active slots entries in m ×m matrix [4, 12]. The main limitation
of this protocol is that in average case the performance may
worsen due to extra intersection [9]. Extended quorum system is
based on indirect neighbour discovery [13]. Several protocols like
disco, u-connect and co-prime based also exist [14, 15, 16].

3. PRELIMINARIES
In this section some basic ideas and assumptions about neighbour
discovery is presented. How two nodes can discover one another in
a wireless sensor network is also discussed here.

3.1 Node
Wireless sensor network consists of wireless sensor nodes. Each
node has transmitter and receiver to broadcast or receive signal
from other nodes and also each node has limited power supply.
Due to limited power capacity each node cannot always stay active
to transmit or receive data. So every node has to combine its active
or inactive periods to effectively minimise energy consumption.
There are some protocols in which every node either activate its
receiver or transmitter during active state [10]. In collective
neighbour discovery we assume that in active state both
transmitter and receiver are active to transmit and receive
simultaneously.

3.2 Time
We assume that time is discretized in slots for unit interval of fixed
length. The slot length is ample for communication. We have
indexed these interval as 1,2,3 ... to define time units. From the
figure 1, 2, 3 we can get the idea. Note that there is no global clock
so that all the nodes work according to their local clock.
Consequently, the local time index for a given global time may
differ from each other. For this reason, the concept of global clock
and local clock are introduced. The time variation of each node is
defined as time offset so that every node has different time offset
to define their local time. Every protocol has their own time
scheduling algorithm to determine when a node will be active or
inactive according to their local time slots.

3.3 Time Period
Every node has a time period consisting of fixed number of time
slots and the number of slots per period may vary. For example, we
may take 10 slots per period or 20 slots per period according to the
circumstances. Under same network, number of slots per period
of every node must be the same. Time period is also referred as
window size.

3.4 Duty Cycle
At any time a node can be in active or dormant state. To measure
how long a node is in the active state, the term duty cycle is used. It
is the ratio of time a node spends as active state vs. the total elapsed
time [4].

3.5 Neighbour Discovery
If two nodes are active at the same moment and if one node’s
transmitted message can reach another node’s receiver then they
discover one another as their neighbour. Otherwise, they remain
undiscovered. Moreover, every node has fixed transmission range.

4. SYSTEM MODEL
In this protocol we assume that one node can communicate with
other nodes within a finite distance and also each of the nodes only
has local clock without any access to any global clock. Time is
represented as distinct slotted units that are presumed to be real
time period to consent communication. The number of time slots
in each period is defined as window size. Every node can either be
active or inactive in any given time. For scheduling active slots
randomness is adapted. That is, if the window size is n in each
period, k slots are selected uniformly randomly from n slots as
active slots for a node. When a node is in active state it can
transmit and receive at the same time. During active period each
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Fig. 3. Collective neighbour discovery (CND)process.

node broadcasts a message including its current neighbours and
their next wake up time and also receives messages from others
simultaneously. Figure 3 illustrates an example of collective
neighbour discovery. For window size 10, node A will be active at
slot 1, 4, 9 and node B will be active at slot 2, 4, 9 while node C
will at slot 1, 5 and 8. These nodes have different time offset due
to absence of clock synchronisation. Node A and B both are active
at global time = 5 and they are in transmission range of one
another. So they discover themselves and also retain record of
each others next active schedule according to their own local time.
At time = 7, node B discovers node C and recommends its
neighbour A and its next active time to C. After that C will be
active at the proposed neighbour’s next active slot. At time = 10, C
is active and perceives node A if they are in communication range
then adds A as neighbour. Otherwise C includes node A to its out
of range list so that in future if any node recommend node A to C
it will ignore the recommendation time unless this slot is already
selected for node C to be active.
Now we are going to discuss more elaborately. Suppose, there are
seven nodes {A, B, C ,D , E , F , G}. Node A has neighbours {B,
C, G} and node D has neighbours {G, E, F}. Both nodes A and D
also know their neighbours’ next wake up time. In this model
when two nodes are active in the same time slot their transmitter
and receiver are also work in parallel and each time slot is
sufficient for bidirectional communication. At time t, node A and
D both are active. So node A transmits a message containing its
existing neighbours’ next wake up schedule and also node D
transmits a message containing its neighbours’ next wake up time
simultaneously and they are in their communication range. Then
node A discovers node D and gets the next wake up schedule of
node D’s neighbours G, E, F as recommended neighbours. Then
node A appends the next wake up time of node E and F to its wake
up schedule as additional active slot. It does not add node G’s next
active time because node G already is in node A’s neighbour list.
Similarly, node D appends the next wake up time of node B and C
as extra active slots. After that node A and D will be active in
these extra active slots and discover recommended neighbours if
they are in range.

5. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
The simulation setting covers 3000 *3000 unit square area and the
transmission range is defined by a threshold. Figure 4 shows the
comparison between collective neighbour discovery and random
active slot scheduling discovery. Both of these have initial 3 active
slots that are chosen randomly, window size is 10 and the
threshold is 200 units. Only difference between these two
processes is that collective neighbour discovery takes
recommendation from its neighbours’ but random active slot
scheduling does not. The number of nodes of this comparison is
300 and we have plotted the moving average of data set. It is
evident from the graph collective neighbour discovery reduces the
completion time significantly. So it performs faster than random

active slot scheduling discovery in the same simulation
environment. Figure 5 shows the comparison between collective
neighbour discovery and searchlight. In this simulation number of
nodes are 200, window size is 20 and threshold is 450. Initially
searchlight performs well but when the number of nodes increases
the performance of collective neighbour discovery is much better
than searchlight. The discovery latency is less than searchlight
when the node density is higher. In the figure when the number of
nodes is greater than 110 the completion time of collective
neighbour discovery is decreased noticeably. If the node density is
higher collective neighbour discovery takes advantage by getting
more recommendations from neighbours since, when the density
is higher the probability of recommendation is also higher.
Collective neighbour discovery is also applied to searchlight and
figure 6 shows the comparison of discovery rate between
searchlight and searchlight with collective neighbour discovery.
For this simulation the window size is 20 and threshold is 450
unit. The percentage of discovery rapidly increases when
collective neighbour discovery is applied and it also reduces the
discovery latency by 33.33% compared to searchlight.
Next, we evaluate the characteristics of collective neighbour
discovery. Figure 7 shows the comparison of duty cycle vs.
number of nodes for different thresholds in collective neighbour
discovery. If the threshold is increased the duty cycle also gets
increased because when the transmission range is higher node
density also is higher and more active slot of recommended
neighbours will be added. So the threshold can be adjusted
according to the energy saving needs. In figure 8 , we compare the
completion time vs. number of nodes by varying different number
of initial active slots per window. In this simulation the window
size is 20 and threshold is 200. Completion time is decreased if the
number of slots in a period is increased and data are plotted as
moving average. Figure 9 shows the comparison of completion
time vs. number of nodes in collective neighbour discovery by
varying threshold. Here the window size is 10 and the number of
node is 300. In this result when the threshold is higher the
discovery latency is decreased remarkably because the chance of
getting recommendation is also higher.

6. FUTURE DIRECTION
Besides wireless sensor networks, collective neighbour discovery
may be implemented in mobile computing for arbitrary moving
nodes. There is a scope to implement collective neighbour
discovery in interesting research areas like self-organising swarm
robotics [17]. Collective neighbour discovery may be applied to
communicate among mobile robots [18]

7. CONCLUSION
Different types of simulation results are presented in this paper.
The characteristics of collective neighbour discovery are also
shown. This protocol offers a way to adjust the latency and energy
efficiency by varying different parameters for different
environment. The flexibility of this protocol is that it can be
applied with existing protocols like searchlight. From the analysis
of the simulation result we can conclude that collective neighbour
discovery performs effectively to make the discovery process
faster and reduces the delay time notably.
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Fig. 4. Comparison between collective neighbour discovery and random
active slot scheduling discovery.

Fig. 5. Comparison between collective neighbour discovery and
searchlight.
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